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An auction is not a steal

(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the

author.)

An auction is a process of buying and selling property or goods by presenting them for availability, obtaining

offers and subsequently selling the item to the highest bidder. In the past, the notion of an auction inferred a

disposition process of last resort along with an implication of deep price discounts with the potential to

acquire commercial property at fractions of replacement cost. During declining and recessionary stages of a

commercial real estate cycle, auctions have tended to revolve around older and/or distressed assets that

need to be renovated and/or repositioned. Today, with rapid technology development, many online auction

websites have been popped up, creating a vibrant virtual real estate marketplace that is, in many cases, a

sale transaction process of first choice.

Recently Auction.com and HREC Investment Advisors executed an orderly liquidation of five hotel assets all

on an individual basis. Information in the public domain reveals the following data for three of the assets.

The following observations are noted:

The online auction, which was formally announced May 14, successfully concluded on July 22, two days

after it commenced.

The Saddle Brook, New Jersey, asset represented the sale of a ground leasehold position with just over 50

years remaining. Furthermore, market participants were factoring into their pricing decision the fact that an

additional US$2 million to US$3 million is required to complete the renovation and commence operations of

this long dark facility. With all of this said, the asset traded at 90% of the seller’s basis, or 10% below cost.

The former Crowne Plaza Orlando Lake Buena Vista, also a dark facility, traded for roughly US$116,000 per

room, or 11% above the seller’s basis.

The DoubleTree by Hilton Orlando East/UCF is an operating hotel that sold for US$124,000 per room, or

16% above the seller’s basis.

Each of the properties traded within roughly +/- 10% of the seller’s basis with no evidence of deep discounts

from cost.

On a per room basis, the assets appear to have traded at full market-based prices.
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All closing bids were multiples of their respective starting bids.

Online auctions break down and remove the physical limitations of traditional auctions such as geography,

presence, time, space and a small target audience. Unlike the old days, online auctions today often fetch

sale prices equal to or higher than what they would have generated through a more traditional broker

marketing process.
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